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Background: Females of Ceratitis capitata are facultatively polyandrous, with remating more
common in laboratory strains rather than wild ones. In the application of the Sterile Insect
Technique (SIT) against this pest, large overflooding ratios of sterile: wild males can increase
the remating frequency, because females that mate for the first time with a sterile male tend to
remate more frequently. The exposure of sterile males to ginger root oil (GRO) is used in C.
capitata SIT programmes to increase the sterile male's mating success. Exposing males to an
aromatherapy with GRO results in greater competitiveness of sterile males when competing for
wild females, and this may also increase the remating frequency among wild females.

Methods: This work examined, under greatly male biased sex ratios, whether sterile male
exposure to GRO has an effect on the remating behavior of wild females. The frequency of
wild females remating, number of matings per female, the refractory period between the ftrst
and second mating, and the duration of the ftrst and second matings of wild females were
determined under laboratory conditions for three mating scenarios that included wild males
only or wild males competing with sterile males (either GRO-treated or non-treated).

Results: Wild females ftrst mated with sterile males exposed to GRO had their remating rate
over six days and the mean number of matings per female reduced in comparison to those first
mated with non-exposed sterile males, from 62.5% to 31.1% and from 3.1 to 1.6, respectively.

Conclusion: The remating parameters of females mated with sterile GRO-exposed males
resembled those of females mated with wild males.
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